
PILGRIMAGE

OFFICIAL GUIDEBOOK

is a verb



Week One:
Put Down

LEADER: Now, as you already know, during these
next 5 weeks we will be discussing
the ancient tradition of pilgrimage. Our hope is
that we can illuminate the rich tradition 
of pilgrimage, while at the same time, go on a
pilgrimage (of sorts) of our own to illuminate the
potential blessings it may afford us in our current
mission as the church.
 
Would anyone be willing to share their own
understanding of what a pilgrimage is?
 
NEW READER [someone who has hiked in one of
Cincinnati’s parks]: As a congregation that is
committed to growing in our relationship with
God and one another, one of our primary resources
is that of scripture.  Within the scriptures we find
countless opportunities to engage God’s truth and
God’s hope for creation. In the scriptures,
pilgrimage always seems to be associated with a
particularly long journey to a place of spiritual
importance.
 
One of the first stories that might comes to mind
when thinking about a long journey defined by a
call from God is the story of Abraham:

The Call of Abram:  Genesis 12:1-5
The Lord had said to Abram, “Go from your country, your
people and your father’s household to the land I will
show you.
“I will make you into a great nation,
    and I will bless you;
I will make your name great,
    and you will be a blessing
I will bless those who bless you,
    and whoever curses you I will curse;
and all peoples on earth
    will be blessed through you.”
So Abram went, as the Lord had told him; and Lot went
with him. Abram was seventy-five years old when he set
out from Harran. He took his wife Sarai, his nephew Lot,
all the possessions they had accumulated and the
people they had acquired in Harran, and they set out for
the land of Canaan, and they arrived there.

Canaan again… and then back out again…Abraham  
goes through all sorts of trials and even gets a
name change along the way. In a covenant
ceremony, Abram becomes Abraham.

Abraham’s Journey is long and, from his
perspective, is never really over: God could call him
to journey further at any time. This pilgrimage is a
LIFE LONG commitment to picking up and going
where God called him to go. 

Similarly, when Jesus calls the first disciples, he
approaches them while they are at work, Like their
great-ancestor Abraham, they are asked to leave
all they had and to follow. We hear every week
about the journey they took over the three years of
Jesus’ life and long after in the work of the early
church after his resurrection. 

Paul, Moses, Ruth, Jonah, and countless other
characters in the Bible are called by God to set out
on a journey. Why do you think God calls people to
step out of their normal environments?

If you continue reading you will see that Abram
does not stop and settle in Canaan but is then told
to continue through Egypt… and then back to 
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NEW READER [someone who has read JRR
Tolkein’s The Hobbit]: So, pilgrimage is often
connected with the physical act of travel or a
journey. Historically, Christians have walked
hundreds of miles towards a cathedral or a place
where a saint was said to appear. Across faiths and
religious traditions, people have observed the
importance of pilgrimage. The locations marked
as spiritually significant can be as varied as
historical Biblical sites and mountains in the
wilderness. But, before everyone gets worried
about where we will be going, it might be helpful
to hear a quote by naturalist, author, and traveler,
L.M Browning who wrote in her book, Midnight
Contemplations that:

 

 
In all of the traditional understandings of
pilgrimage, there is a clear sense that travel is
necessary, and it is, but perhaps most importantly
it is the work of our spiritual travels towards who
God is calling us to be in the world.

L.M Browning continues in her book saying that
 

In this light, pilgrimage is not always about the
physical steps but about the spiritual journey we
take. A journey that will undoubtedly move our
feet and bodies in the direction that God is calling
us. 
 
NEW READER [someone who is wearing athletic
socks]: This week we are beginning with that spirit
in mind. This week’s theme is to PUT DOWN. Just
as Jesus’ call to the disciples caused 

them to drop their nets and just as God’s call to
Abraham called him to put down his old life and
leave the lands of his father, we are asking you to
PUT DOWN something in your life over the next
five weeks so that you might be able to respond to
this invitation with your whole heart.

We have many things competing for our time, we
have had to say “yes” to so many things in our day
to day responsibilities. We are addicted to busy-
ness, and because of how many things we have
had to say “yes” to, in terms of physical and
professional demands, we have been forced to say
“no” to things that may be of great importance to
our spiritual lives.

What are some examples of things in our culture
that could stand to be put down in place of a
more intentional focus on “matters of the soul?”
What are some examples of things in your own life
you could put down?

“The purpose of a pilgrimage is about setting aside a
long period of time in which the only focus is to be
the matters of the soul. Many believe a pilgrimage is
about going away but it isn’t; it is about coming
home. Those who choose to go on pilgrimage have
already ventured away from themselves; and now set
out in a longing to journey back to who they are.”

“Many a time we believe we must go away from all
that is familiar if we are to focus on our inner well-
being because we feel it is the only way to escape all
that drains and distracts us, allowing us to turn inward
and tend to what ails us. Yet we do not need to go to
the edges of the earth to learn who we are, only the
edges of our self.”
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Where to Walk
This Week

In this journey we will be asking some things of you,
We will be giving you weekly challenges to pick up
spiritual practices, to go somewhere in the city to
experience something new, or to reach out and
make time for connecting with other people. All of
these challenges will require time. They will require
your ears, eyes, and heart. This week on our pilgrim
journey together, as we prepare for the work ahead,
our homework will be…

To look at our schedules, our responsibilities,
and our time tables and ask, if God is calling
me to follow, what am I being asked to put
down? Remember that the practice of putting
something down or giving it up for Lent is not
about that thing being bad for you, but about
putting things into better focus. 

To take a walk around Kenwood, location 1 on
your map. You could walk around the mall,
holding the workers in each store you pass up
in prayer and thanksgiving. You could walk
around our church building three times, once
each for the Father, the Son, and the Holy
Spirit. You could walk around the
neighborhood next-door to us, just noticing
the individuality of the houses, maybe holding
up their residents in quiet prayer. You could
also check out govibrant.org for suggestions of
walks all around Cincinnati and to participate
in their Million Step Challenge.
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Week Two:
Look Up

LEADER: Welcome back! This past week we’ve
been preparing for our journey together. We
talked a bit about what pilgrimage is and that it is
often connected to the physical act of walking and
traveling, but also the spiritual work of focusing on
matters of the soul by making room for God to
speak to us. 

Our first week’s challenge was to PUT DOWN. In
order to take up something new like a spiritual
practice, we may need to make room for that
good work by letting go of some things that aren’t
conducive to spiritual discernment. 

We heard about Abraham putting down the life he
lived on his father’s land to respond to God’s call
and how the disciples literally put down their
fishing nets in order to respond to Jesus’
invitation. 

What did you think about putting down over these
next few weeks? How did you discern what you’re
putting down? 

Did anyone get to explore Cincinnati with the
pilgrimage map? How was that experience? 

NEW READER [someone who owns more than
one water bottle]: This week we will be discussing
the next phase of our pilgrimage together and
talking about the importance of LOOKING UP
while we are on this journey. In previous Lenten
Journeys we have talked a bit about the three
dimensions of Discipleship and how we must
always remember to maintain our UP relationship
with God through worship, prayer, and study. We
must recognize and breathe in God’s presence if
we are going to imitate or exhale God’s will into
the world.

The use of “UP” in our Lenten journey is similar in
the spiritual sense but it can be quite a bit more
literal as well. 
 
One way to crack open this topic is this: Have you
ever been on vacation to a place you have never
been before and found yourself having to navigate
a new environment? How do you behave
differently? What are you thinking about when you
are on your commute vs. exploring a new city?

NEW READER [someone who can give clear
directions from the Church to the University of
Cincinnati]: So, there is definitely a difference!
Something about the change of scenery prompts
us to be more attentive and alert. The unfamiliar
landscape of a new destination reminds us that
this is not “normal time” but a time to explore and
a time to take in as much information as we can. 

We can see this in other situations as well. Have
you ever been church shopping in a new area or
attended worship at an unfamiliar church with
friends? How did it feel different from worshiping
at your own church or at least at a more familiar
church?  

For some, being a in a new place enlivens their
sense of adventure, others it causes a bit of anxiety
because it is out of their normal rhythm. Which
one would you say you relate to more? A feeling of
excitement in new places, or a feeling of anxiety? 

Regardless of your response, something about a
change of scenery prompts us to keep our eye up
and alert. It’s biological. The flip side to this is that 
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when we are always in predictable patterns and
find ourselves traveling the same paths week-in
and week-out, we might find that those
heightened senses and that attentiveness can
begin to take a back seat.

What is that oft-repeated statistic about most auto
accidents happening within a mile of your home?
The theory is that these are the sections of town
that we drive MOST often and it is in those
environments that we are most likely to find
ourselves on auto-pilot. 

NEW READER [someone who has cooked for 10 or
more people]: When we acknowledge that new
places and new paths can help jump start our
senses and attention, it should come as no surprise
that Jesus seemed to ALWAYS be on the move
when he called his disciples to follow him. 

We know how far those loaves and fishes went:
ALL were fed. What is interesting is that Jesus
brought the disciples to the other side of the Sea
of Galilee to perform a miracle that would inspire
the disciples to believe. He would do this by
making an unrealistic request of feeding the
multitude. The disciples are a bit alarmed by that
request, because they can’t just run home and sort
out some food or get some extra money. They
don’t have any favors they can ask because they

aren’t in their normal environment or community. 

Imagine the disciples’ nerves, their curiosity, their
confusion as Jesus prompts them to simply tell
everyone to sit down and share these few pieces of
food with one another. You can bet they were
looking up constantly to see how this was going to
play itself out. And something miraculous
happens. 

It is while they are on HIGH alert that Jesus shows
them something incredible about the way that
God provides.  Something that they would never
believe, had they not seen it with their own eyes.

NEW READER [someone who is wearing jeans]: 
Have you ever been in a situation where you have
had a problem to solve or respond to, but you had
none of your normal tools or resources? 

That kind of experience can really stress us out,
but sometimes it inspires us to get creative and
resourceful. It is often in these situations that we
find solutions revealed in unexpected resources
that are all around us. 

Our well-worn paths are often paths of least
resistance. There is a lot of confidence and comfort
we can take from tried and true habits, behaviors,
and practices. Sometimes, we have moments
where we are disrupted or are forced to take a
harder look at the challenges facing us and we
find incredible opportunities surroundings us that
we never realized were available to us. We just
needed to elevate our senses and our attention.

Jesus Feeds the Five Thousand:  John 6:1-9
Some time after this, Jesus crossed to the far shore of the
Sea of Galilee (that is, the Sea of Tiberias), and a great
crowd of people followed him because they saw the signs
he had performed by healing the sick. Then Jesus went
up on a mountainside and sat down with his disciples.
The Jewish Passover Festival was near.

When Jesus looked up and saw a great crowd coming
toward him, he said to Philip, “Where shall we buy bread
for these people to eat?” He asked this only to test him,
for he already had in mind what he was going to do.

Philip answered him, “It would take more than half a
year’s wages to buy enough bread for each one to have a
bite!”

Another of his disciples, Andrew, Simon Peter’s brother,
spoke up, “Here is a boy with five small barley loaves and
two small fish, but how far will they go among so many?”
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Where to Walk
This Week

This week’s challenge is all about stopping to look
around.

What is something you can do to try to
encourage yourself to LOOK UP? Would you be
interested in starting a new devotion/prayer
practice? Or maybe simply drive to work using
a different route? Would you be willing to put
yourself in a new environment for an
afternoon to run some errands? Or in a
different neighborhood for your lunch break?
If so, we want you to reflect on that experience
and what you noticed that you never would
have noticed had you not been looking up.
How were your senses changed during this
time? How does this physical experience affect
you spiritually?

Take a walk around the University of
Cincinnati, location #2 on your map. . It’s an
open campus, so you are very welcome to
wander around the interior of the campus and
perhaps hold the students and staff you see in
prayer. You could also walk around the
perimeter of the campus block, approximately
2 miles. (You’d be welcome to park in the
parking lot at the Edge House, 3007 Clifton
Avenue.)

How does being in an unfamiliar environment
open us up to new ways of seeing things?
 
LEADER: Thank you all so much for sharing your
thoughts on this topic and your experiences with
new environments and challenges.
 
I hope this week we have realized the importance
of LOOKING UP for the sake of better discerning
the opportunities God has laid upon the path.
Pilgrimage to new places enlivens our senses and
invites us to think differently and more adaptively
in response to changing environments. To quote
Ferris Beuller; “Life moves pretty fast, if you don’t
stop and look around once in a while, you could
miss it.”
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Week Three:
Go Out

LEADER: Welcome back! To start things off this
week I hope we can spend a few minutes sharing
with each other how the journey has been going
so far. 

How have you been responding to the challenges?
Have you had the chance to use any of the pilgrim
resources?  And more specifically, did you have
any moments over the past week where you were
able to LOOK UP or elevate your sense of
awareness to God’s presence?
 
So, putting ourselves out into new environments in
order to elevate our sense of awareness can be a
big challenge. It invites new experiences, it invites
potential speed bumps, detours, and sometimes
you can just get a little disoriented. If, like in
Robert Frost’s poem “The Road Not Taken,” we
were to make an assessment of which road would
be the least likely to give us trouble, or which road
would have the least potential for a dead end, we
would not be wrong to choose the road that
seemed more well-traveled, right?
 
This week will be focused on, not just the road
less-traveled, but HOW that road encourages us to
look up and to be more vulnerable as we interact
with people along the way. Today’s lesson is about
the importance of GOING OUT.
 
Storyteller and mythologist, Michael Mead wrote
about the pilgrim’s story in his book, Fate and
Destiny, saying

hold onto” and setting onto a new road, the
pilgrim will, most likely, need to seek the
assistance of others along the way. And if not seek
assistance, they will undoubtedly cross paths with
another person.
 
Would anyone be willing to share a story of a time
you needed help from a stranger? You were in a
pinch and had to knock on a door or reach out to
someone you didn’t know in order to seek
assistance?
 
Reaching out to a stranger for help when we are in
a tight spot can be really challenging. Often
people will say, “I don’t want to bother them.” Or,
we acknowledge that asking for help expresses a
great deal of vulnerability: “I don’t want to look like
an idiot.” Whether you feel as though you are
admitting your own ignorance or that you weren’t
fully prepared, it feels like a confession of
inadequacy. It comes down to the fact that, in new
and unexplored places, we are foreigners, visitors,
tourists. 

NEW READER [someone who enjoys talking to
strangers]: Take the story of Jesus during his tour 

“A true pilgrimage requires letting go of the very things
most people try to hold onto. In seeking after what the
soul desires, we become pilgrims with no home but the
path the soul would have us follow.”

NEW READER [someone who has walked a
labyrinth]: Pilgrimage is not only about the road
itself or the destination, but about experiences we
have on the way. When we think of this path
towards "matters of the soul," we can see
pilgrimages as a very private and personal
experience. It is deeply spiritual and could be
described as highly contemplative. In this light,
you could imagine pilgrimage in a way where you
do not really engage with anyone while you are on
the way, but is that very likely? By its very nature,
by letting go of the things that “most people try to 
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through Samaria. These were lands in which Jesus
would expect to find himself surrounded by
people who shared many cultural identifiers with
him, but also, they were set apart [considered dirty
and “other”].

 

Following this encounter the woman has a
discussion with him about challenges in her life
that no stranger could have known. Jesus reveals
himself as prophet. A few verses after this, the
disciples appear again, and it says they were
“surprised to see Jesus talking to her.”
 
In this story, Jesus was the stranger, the foreigner,
and so were his disciples. How does the woman at
the well respond to Jesus when he makes this
request of her? 
 
In this story, we can recognize the grace afforded
to people who are vulnerable enough to ask for
help when they are foreigners in a new
environment. In acknowledging his own
vulnerability, weakness, and thirst Jesus is
modeling the posture of a pilgrim. Pilgrims don’t
hide from people on the way, they encounter
them in humility and grace.
 
NEW READER [someone who is wearing blue]:
This sort of thing happens in other stories as well.
In Luke 10 we hear that Jesus trains his disciples to
go and do likewise by sending them out two by 

two with nothing but a walking stick. The
challenge? Go out, take nothing, enter into homes
stay with people who invite you in. If no one invites
you in, keep moving.
 
OR in Luke 19 when Jesus invites himself over to
Zaccheus’ house for dinner. Zaccheus was a man
Jesus had NEVER met before this imposing
request. Imagine if that was the challenge for this
week, “SLEEP OVER AT YOUR NEIGHBORS
HOUSE!” or “Invite yourself over to someone’ s
house for dinner!” Well, we won’t be asking you to
do that.
 
Perhaps Abraham would be a better example for
our modern sensibilities.

The Woman at The Well:  John 4:4-12
Now he had to go through Samaria. So he came to a
town in Samaria called Sychar, near the plot of ground
Jacob had given to his son Joseph. Jacob’s well was
there, and Jesus, tired as he was from the journey, sat
down by the well. It was about noon.
 
 When a Samaritan woman came to draw water, Jesus
said to her, “Will you give me a drink?”  (His disciples
had gone into the town to buy food.)
 
 The Samaritan woman said to him, “You are a Jew and
I am a Samaritan woman. How can you ask me for a
drink?” (For Jews do not associate with Samaritans.)
 
Jesus answered her, “If you knew the gift of God and
who it is that asks you for a drink, you would have
asked him and he would have given you living water.”

The Three Visitors:  Genesis 18:1-7
The Lord appeared to Abraham near the great trees of
Mamre while he was sitting at the entrance to his
tent in the heat of the day. Abraham looked up and
saw three men standing nearby. When he saw them,
he hurried from the entrance of his tent to meet them
and bowed low to the ground.
He said, “If I have found favor in your eyes, my lord,
do not pass your servant by. Let a little water be
brought, and then you may all wash your feet and rest
under this tree. Let me get you something to eat, so
you can be refreshed and then go on your way—now
that you have come to your servant.”
“Very well,” they answered, “do as you say.”
So Abraham hurried into the tent to Sarah. “Quick,” he
said, “get three measures of the finest flour and knead 
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Where to Walk
This Week

Since imposing and inviting yourself over to
someone’s house like Jesus may seem a bit
uncomfortable, this week we will ask you to take on
the challenge set forth by Abraham instead.

This week, what would it look like to invite
someone out for a coffee or for dinner?
Perhaps someone who you want to get to
know better or someone who you feel like you
should connect with but you never can find
the time. Whether it be a family dinner or a
coffee, GO OUT of your normal way and try
showing some vulnerability through the
offering of hospitality. Whether it’s in
conversation, in caring for someone in a
particular time of need, or in the breaking of
bread together, GO OUT!

Make time this week to walk the labyrinth at
Smale park on the river, number 3 on your
map. Or use labyrinthlocator.com to find one
closer to home and try this more compact
version of a pilgrimage.

In this case and in many other stories about him,
Abraham never lets someone pass by him without
welcoming them in to break bread. As a pilgrim
still bound on this journey from God to “a place
that I will show you,” Abraham postures himself
similarly to how Jesus would live his life: always
putting hospitality first, always taking the
opportunity to GO OUT of his way to make room
for an encounter with another.
 
How does this kind of posture strike you? Whether
it be the vulnerable/imposing nature of Jesus or
the hospitality-centered nature of Abraham, how
does our current culture perceive this approach to
life in community?
 
LEADER: This pilgrim posture of vulnerability,
humility, and grace is very important when it
comes to imitating the visions and values of God
revealed in Jesus Christ. This is expressed in Paul’s
letter to the Hebrews, when he writes “Do not
forget to show hospitality to strangers, for by so
doing some people have shown hospitality to
angels without knowing it” in an obvious reference
to this story of Abraham.
 
Pilgrims who are seeking to follow the way of
Jesus would be greatly encouraged to attempt to
follow those instructions in Hebrews and follow in
the example of Abraham. 

it and bake some bread.”
Then he ran to the herd and selected a choice, tender
calf and gave it to a servant, who hurried to prepare
it. He then brought some curds and milk and the calf
that had been prepared, and set these before
them. While they ate, he stood near them under a tree.
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Week Four:
Turn Aside

LEADER: Welcome back! First off, we need to say a
little thank you for your continued participation in
this weekly pilgrimage we have been on together.
Your participation and your willingness to share
your experiences is a big part of why this kind of
thing can be so fruitful for the formation of our life
and faith as a church together.
 
It’s exciting to see what God is up to on each of our
paths. This week’s topic will be a bit different in
that it isn’t solely about getting out there and
really challenging you in physical ways, but
perhaps just as importantly, it is going to ask you
to take some time for spiritual reflection.
 
Who was able to take up last week’s challenge?
And would you be willing to share something
about it? What was your take away from the
experience if you were able to complete the
challenge?
 
If you weren’t able to complete the challenge, that
is okay! However, the importance of GOING OUT is
still paramount in the pilgrim’s journey and we
would encourage you to keep at it and see how
God might bless you through taking up the
challenge. Don’t give up!

Reflecting on an experience is very important.
Sometimes we can have a real whirlwind of
experiences when we are taken off our normal
paths. Whether it be a vacation, mission trip, or
simply a detour on our way to an entirely
mundane place, sometimes an experience takes
place that can really throw us out of our rhythm
and have us pondering the significance of that
experience long after it took place.
 
NEW READER [someone who knows how to build
a good campfire]: The challenge of the pilgrim to
TURN ASIDE is an invitation for the pilgrim to
examine what has just happened and reflect on
the significance of the experience.  Without
turning aside, our eyes can be solely focused on an
unseen destination, instead of being aware of our
own presence in what could be a meaningful
moment along the way.

There is a very fitting quote from a pilgrim-of-sorts
in David Beaver’s short film Planetary

Collective. At the very beginning Beaver quotes an
astronaut who said:

According to philosopher David Loy, "the focus
had been 'We are going to the stars, to other
planets' and suddenly we looked back at ourselves
and it seems to imply a new kind of self-
awareness."
 
This is a beautiful way of thinking about the
important work of TURNING ASIDE. If we don’t
take the time to look back and remember where
we came from, we may fail to realize how far we
have traveled, and we may forget the experiences
had on the way.
 
Think about the photos we take during important
milestones in our lives. We recognize the
importance of looking back on those events and
remembering the feelings we

"When we originally went to the moon, our total focus
was on the moon, we weren't thinking about looking
back at the Earth. But now that we'd done it that may
well have been the most important reason why we
went."
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felt and the people that were a part of it. Without
photographs we would only have our memories.
That is perhaps why we celebrate anniversaries, so
that we continue to remember important events
and take ourselves back to what it felt like at that
moment. Turning aside is profoundly important if
we are hoping to experience meaningful
transformation.
 
Do you have any moments in your life that you feel
like you can go RIGHT back to in your memory?
Remember the place, the time, the smell, and
everything in great detail?
 
Can you think of any moments that you wish you
had a better memory of?
 
NEW READER [someone who keeps a journal or
diary]: Pilgrimage is important work. It is
potentially life-changing and could permanently
affect perspective. We can recall moments that
changed our lives and we can also recognize,
looking back, that perhaps we wish we would
have made stronger memories of things that we
cherish.
 
One way that we can turn aside is by making time
to talk with someone about our experiences or by
journaling or taking videos and photos to help
preserve the memories. Slowing down, taking
some time to think, praying, meditating, whatever
may be useful for you. However sometimes the
best thing

to do is to take time to stop. Just stop. Pause, sit,
and listen. In short, to honor the moment with
some space.
 
Just the thought of this might begin to stress you
out because we are asking for MORE time from
you, but truly, this might be some very helpful
advice for people who are moving through their
days so fast they fail to stop and look around from
time to time. It’s actually so practical that Jesus
felt it necessary for his own self-care.

Jesus Goes To A Solitary Place:  Mark 1: 32-39
That evening after sunset the people brought to Jesus
all the sick and demon-possessed. The whole town
gathered at the door, and Jesus healed many who had
various diseases. He also drove out many demons, but
he would not let the demons speak because they knew
who he was.
 
Very early in the morning, while it was still dark, Jesus
got up, left the house and went off to a solitary place,
where he prayed.  Simon and his companions went to
look for him,  and when they found him, they exclaimed:
“Everyone is looking for you!”
 
Jesus replied, “Let us go somewhere else—to the
nearby villages—so I can preach there also. That is
why I have come.” So he traveled throughout Galilee,
preaching in their synagogues and driving out demons.

NEW READER [someone who has traveled far
from Cincinnati in the last two months]: Jesus
was JUST kicking off his ministry and was off to
the races with his healing, teaching, and
preaching. In the midst of what was probably a
very powerful series of experiences, Jesus took
time early in the morning, while it was still dark, to
go off somewhere to pray. A moment to regroup. A
moment of silence. A moment to remember who
he was and who God was in the midst of all of
these new and incredible experiences.
 
Over and over throughout his ministry, Jesus
would be found alone, praying, or taking time to
himself. There is obviously something to this!
Usually after these times apart Jesus would decide
where the disciples would travel next. Particularly
in this story, we see that early on,  Jesus could have
stayed there and continued to teach and heal in
that town.  People would have traveled great
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great distances to see him at this little house
where he was staying. But in this time of quiet
contemplation and prayer Jesus informs his
disciples that he is here for more than setting up a
healing center or a community mission project.
The mission of Jesus Christ is going to go to the
ends of the earth.
 
Do you have any sort of habit/tradition/practice of
reflecting on the day? Praying, talking, catching
up, journaling?  How does it benefit you?
 
Starting a new habit or rhythm takes time but it is
often made easier with a practical resource. For
our purposes we are going to use a resource that
has been very helpful with various discipleship
groups at GSLC and with our leadership staff. It is
called “The Circle” and it very simply lays out a
practical way to turn aside and reflect on
potentially powerful experiences we have had.
This week we will discuss the first HALF of the
circle.
 
LEADER: The first piece of the circle requires that
we keep our eyes up in order to observe that
something powerful or meaningful has happened.
A good way to identify one of these experiences is
to think about those moments in our life that we
keep finding ourselves thinking about again and
again. In these moments time doesn’t seem to
work the same way as it does in other moments.
These are called kairos moments. Those moments
are where God has intervened in our life to show
something to us. They are moments where we feel
something meaningful or significant has
happened. Most likely, Jesus would have
experienced a few of those kairos moments when
performing miracles! These were very literal acts of
God.
 
Once you have recognized a meaningful
experience you are encouraged to reflect on that
moment, to reach out and share it with someone
or to spend some time on it through journaling, or
prayer.
 
Next, like in our pilgrim journey, go out and
discuss the experience and your reflections with
someone who is willing to listen and share their
own thoughts on what they are hearing from you.
 

We will cover the second half of the circle in more
detail next week. However, the first portion of the
second half of the circle is the very important work
of responding to that discussion with a plan to
respond. If you feel God has spoken to you, and
you have talked about what that might mean,
inevitably we are left with the question, “What am I
going to do about it?
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Where to Walk
This Week

TURNING ASIDE is about honoring the journey.
TURNING ASIDE is about making sure we don’t lose
these experiences to the next experience. It’s about
making sure we are being good stewards or
caretakers of all that God has revealed to us through
one another.

This week we invite you to turn aside. Set
aside some time to identify a kairos moment.
Think about an experience you have observed
in the past week or two and dedicate some
time to reflect on that experience a bit. Then
we are asking that you discuss that experience
with someone. Whether it be a significant
other, someone from this group, or someone
who you feel comfortable with talking about
this stuff with and invite them to reflect on it
as well. A GREAT setting to do some of the
initial reflecting might be in a local labyrinth.
Additionally, when you get into the discussion
portion, you might benefit from having coffee
with someone or going for walk to talk about
some of the things you’ve been observing. 

Take a short hike in French Park, pausing
frequently to notice the shape of rocks or the
sound of the stream or the little mosses
growing in nooks and crannies. Consider the
lilies, as Jesus suggested, to turn aside from
your regular path and to release some of your
worry. Or look up other local parks at
cincinnatiparks.com or on alltrails.com.
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Week Five:
Take Up

LEADER:   Welcome back! THIS IS IT! The final
meeting of our Lenten Journey “Pilgrimage is a
verb.” We are so grateful that you have been able
to make room for the important work of faith
formation that can be done in groups like these.
When we began, we started with some scriptures
and with a quote from L.M. Browning…
 

In setting aside this period of time to focus on
matters of your soul and our life in faith together,
you have undoubtedly stepped out of some of
your well-worn paths and sought some new paths
to explore. 
To start off our topic today, would anyone be
willing to share a bit about one of the moments in
this journey that has been particularly meaningful
to you? Perhaps it is the event you discussed or
contemplated this week when you were asked to
TURN ASIDE.
 
Was anyone successful in identifying a kairos
moment this past week? Were you able to engage
in any of the pilgrim resources and do any
reflecting on the moment? Were you able to go
out and find someone to discuss this moment
with?
 
Thank you for sharing! This week is an important
one because it really sums up an important goal of
the pilgrim’s journey. For the pilgrim, we know
that the journey is just as important as any
destination. We recognize that the pilgrim posture
is modeled clearly in Jesus’ ministry by how he SET
DOWN the life he had lived up to the point to
begin his ministry and how he asked his disciples
to do the same. It was modeled in his willingness
to step out of his normal environment to go to
new places to see what God was up to. He always
had a posture of LOOKING UP. Up, so that he could
better see the opportunities God had placed
before them. And he encouraged them to GO OUT
and engage with the people on the margins, the
people in their midst. In his prayer

life, in his way of gathering his disciples to discuss
and teach lessons about what they had seen, Jesus
modeled a posture of TURNING ASIDE to make
sure they honored the experiences they shared
together. 
 
Today, we hear a story that captures the final verb
in our conversations about pilgrimage. We talk
about TAKING UP.
 
NEW READER [someone who feels young today]: 
The obvious story is Jesus’ TAKING UP the cross.
This is most certainly true! However, another very
meaningful experience can be found near the end
of his journey when Jesus informed his disciples
about their final trip to Jerusalem together.

“The purpose of a pilgrimage is about setting aside a
long period of time in which the only focus is to be
the matters of the soul. Many believe a pilgrimage is
about going away but it isn’t; it is about coming
home. Those who choose to go on pilgrimage have
already ventured away from themselves; and now set
out in a longing to journey back to who they are.”

The Transfiguration:  Matthew 17: 1-8
 After six days Jesus took with him Peter, James and
John the brother of James, and led them up a high
mountain by themselves.  There he was transfigured
before them. His face shone like the sun, and his clothes
became as white as the light.  Just then there appeared
before them Moses and Elijah, talking with Jesus.
Peter said to Jesus, “Lord, it is good for us to be here. If
you wish, I will put up three shelters—one for you, one 
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After Jesus had reminded the disciples that their
long journey was going to take them to Jerusalem,
where he would be handed over to be crucified,
the disciples spent a few days (six of them) at the
bottom of the mountain contemplating what that
all meant. Sure, Jesus said he would come back,
but how often do executed people come back to
life? Even if they promise they will?
 
So, the disciples were sitting in the TURN ASIDE
section of the pilgrim’s journey. They were
reflecting, they were undoubtedly discussing what
Jesus had said but they were having a hard time
with what to do next. It was at this moment that
Jesus invited Peter, James, and John up the
mountain.
 
Have you ever had an experience, or received news
that left you feeling directionless? If so, what did
you do? 
 
 
 

TAKING UP can be clearly seen in this story when
the disciples are taken back down the mountain
by Jesus. Jesus gives them a revelation in his
transfiguration, and after this, Peter wants to stay
put, to enjoy the experience again and again (“Hey!
Let’s build little houses for you all to stay!”).
However, Jesus reminds them that the game plan
has not changed. They are still heading for
Jerusalem. So, they TAKE UP their doubts, their
fears, and most importantly, this experience of
assurance, back down the mountain.
 
Have you ever had a plan laid out before you that
you knew would be hard, but you knew was the
right thing to do?  How did you know it was right?
 
NEW READER [someone who feels old today]:
Last week’s challenge to TURN ASIDE is all about
discerning and reflecting on an event. It is about
discussing that event with people you trust and
trying to find out what God is saying. This is critical
work for a disciple because you are going to follow
up this discernment work with a challenge to
make a plan, find a way to hold yourself
accountable to that plan, and actually act on it.
 
We talked about the concept of “the circle” last
week, THIS is the other half of the circle: What are
we going to do about it? If we have had an
encounter with God, or had an experience that
seems to be meaningful, TAKING UP is our
response to that experience.
 
Going on a pilgrimage recognizes our need to get
out of our own rhythms and step into another. We
undoubtedly will have new experiences and we
have a very real hope that God might speak to us,
right? So, if we are so fortunate as to have a God
that means to speak to us, what are we going to
do with the information we receive? 
 
Richard Foster wrote about this very real nature of
pilgrimage in the Daily Celtic Prayer Book saying:

for Moses and one for Elijah.”
 While he was still speaking, a bright cloud covered
them, and a voice from the cloud said, “This is my Son,
whom I love; with him I am well pleased. Listen to him!”
 When the disciples heard this, they fell facedown to the
ground, terrified.  But Jesus came and touched
them. “Get up,” he said. “Don’t be afraid.”   When they
looked up, they saw no one except Jesus.

“The precise directions to somewhere is often
awkward to find; and you're not sure quite why you
came or what it was you're looking for. If you find it, or
it finds you, words cannot easily convey what has
happened, but it becomes part of the journey that
continues."
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Have you ever had a transformational moment in
your life where afterwards, you said to yourself “I
used to be…but NOW I am…”?
 
A pilgrimage is not really meant to conclude in a
way where you pick back up the things you put
down at the start and simply carry on as if nothing
ever happened. In our willingness to step off the
beaten path and experience what the journey has
to offer, we are inviting experiences that will,
hopefully, change us and change our journey
going forward. Taking up is about identifying the
things about this pilgrimage that we want to carry
on with us going forward.
 
LEADER: Our hope, obviously, is that this time
together has stirred you enough to encourage you
to TAKE SOMETHING UP to carry with you going
forward. Keeping a pilgrim posture is not a new
concept by any means. In our funeral liturgy we
literally use the word to talk about our journey
together through life. We lay the dead to rest and
give thanks to God for their accompanying us for a
time on our own pilgrim journeys. We are grateful
that as a community of faith, we are blessed with
the saints surrounding us, who walk with us and
who encounter us along the path.
 
It’s with that gratitude in mind that we will be
laying out a pretty simple challenge that
highlights the importance of this community we
have here at Good Shepherd. Our challenge for
this next week is to TAKE UP the opportunity
offered here at Good Shepherd to join in the
community of faith in the journey through Holy
Week. What is perhaps the most important story
ever told will be lived out in our worship services
this week. We will hear the story of Jesus’
triumphant entry into Jerusalem, about the
conflicts between Jesus and the authorities, about
his final teachings to the disciples. And we will see
the initiation of one of the most important pieces
of our worship life together revealed in the Last
Supper. We will listen to the story of Jesus’
betrayal and arrest, his brief trial, and his agonizing
execution. We will listen as the story unfolds and
as Jesus breathes his last. And together we will
wait in darkness for his triumphant resurrection. 
 
 
 

Where to Walk
This Week

The story of Jesus' death and resurrection is a
powerful story experienced in several powerful
worship opportunities that we are invited to live into,
together.

The challenge this week is to take it all in. To
make room, hear the story, worship as a
community, contemplate what this all means
in your pilgrim journey, and leave on Easter
Morning as the disciples who have heard the
greatest news ever told… He is risen! Death
has been defeated! Amen! Go in Peace! Serve
the Lord!

Walk some or all of the “Good Friday steps” to
Holy Cross-Immaculata on Mt. Adams
(location 5 on your map)
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Join us for Holy Week
Maundy Thursday (April 18th)

12:15 pm (30 min) and 7:15 pm (full service)
 

:Good Friday (April 19th)
12:15 pm (30 min) and 7:15 pm (full service

 
Easter (April 20-21)
Saturday - 5:00 pm

Sunday - 8,:00 am, 9:30 am, and 11:00 am
Sunday - 9:00 am (30 min Family Worship)


